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(Chapter 1)

Halloween!

“I’m going to catch you,” growled Joe in his best monster voice.
He was following his twin sister Cassie, doing the monster-walk from a movie they just saw.
“Hurry up, Joe,” Cassie said laughing. “Dad wants us home before dark – you are so goofy!”
“Then I will take you to my spooky haunted house,” Joe groaned.
They passed an old man who gave them a “BOO,” then went back to mowing his lawn.
A haunted house birthday party was going on at _____________ house.
“Our house is a lot SPOOKIER than that!” Cassie said, pointing to the fake cobwebs.
“Yes!” Replied Joe in monster. “For It is the home of an Evil scientist!”
At the end of town the kids turned down a country road that led to their house.

Oooooh!

spooked Joe, Ghosts and Goblins live in these woods!

Just then an icy whirlwind spun leaves in a circle around Cassie.
“Spirits are coming to get you, little girl!” groaned Joe.
“OK! Knock it off, Joe. It’s not funny anymore!” Cassie said, stressed out.
It was late afternoon and shadows filled the woods.
“Look!” She said, pointing to a nest above them. A flicker was feeding its young.
“Worms!” said Joe. “Pulled from the graveyard of the evil scientist!”
Then Cassie curled up her fingers, reaching out for Joe as she cackled,

“The Evil Scientist’s daughter will turn YOU into a ___________ if you don’t stop it!
We’re home,” Cassie sighed, catching first site of their spacious farmhouse.
She loved the creaky old place with its wrap-around porch and sprawling rooms.
The farm had been in dad’s family for generations. There was a barn and paddock, a deep lake
& a stone well. In the far corner a swamp bubbled, but dad always said, “stay away from it!”
Every Halloween they decorated the whole place – even the old pioneer graveyard.
“Dad wants to surprise us,” Cassie said to Joe, “so let’s not bother him in the lab.”
Both kids LOVED working with their dad in his basement laboratory.
He was an inventor and scientist working on a very secret project.
You see about a year ago - while weeding in the onion patch - he made a discovery.
He found a large crystal that seemed to have strange and amazing powers.
Dad thought the crystal might even have the power to:
_____________________________________________.
_____________________________________________
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Cassie and Joe ran around the paddock and under the old apple tree.
They stomped up the back steps and into the house yelling, “Dad, we’re home!”
Cassie immediately scurried upstairs to the third floor attic – her domain.
Joe washed the apple he’d just picked and headed for his room.
He was playing his favorite video game, _______________ when Cassie stormed in.
Her eyes were burning and her hands made fists as she stomped around his room.
“OK,” she said. “I know it’s Halloween, but this is way too much!”
“What are you talking about?” mumbled Joe, not even looking up from his game.
“My ROOM!” she cried, kicking over one of Joe’s action figures.
“Hey!” he called out, “Be CAREFUL! I just got that! What’s the matter with you?”
“Be CAREFUL? You knocked over my dresser, turned my ____________ upside down,

threw my clothes all over the floor and spread that gooey junk on everything!
And those bugs and worms crawling all over!” Cassie moaned, “Ick, Ick, ICK!”
Artists: Here’s a place to draw Cassie’s attic room or something else in our story.

(Chapter 2)

Surprise!
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“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” Joe replied, with a puzzled look.
“You are such a liar!” Cassie said indignantly. “You better just . . . go, go, . . . clean it up!”
But Joe answered back, “__________________________________.”
Then Cassie replied, “____________________________________.”
Finally Cassie hollered, “Now you’re really gonna get it! Dad’s coming!”
From down the hall they could hear him STOMP , STOMP , STOMPING upstairs.
“Where are the children?” he growled. “My master needs fresh blood.”
Then their Father appeared, looking like a Zombie as he stood in the doorway.
I must do my master’s bidding,” he muttered staring strait ahead.
Both kids gasped, “Eeeeeh!” Their dad’s eyes were huge, bulging and - they glowed.
His face was _______________________________________.
His hair had turned from grey to black and it shot strait up out of his head.

“WOW!” Joe giggled.

Cassie rubbed her eyes saying, “Daddy, your makeup is AMAZING!

But you should see what Joe did to . . .” Then her father interrupted,
“We must prepare for the master’s coming,”
Go to the old apple tree and meet your fate – Go!”
Dad held his arms out like a sleepwalker and turned to point at the stairs.
Joe was practically rolling on the floor with laughter as he sputtered,
“This the best Halloween surprise ever! C’mon, Cassie, let’s go and meet our fate!”
He grabbed her hand and they ran downstairs, though Cassie was still upset.
As Joe pushed the screen door open he saw a Shadow Man pass by.
‘Man, Dad is really getting good with the holograms,’ he thought to himself.
“Joe,” whispered Cassie staring at the tree trunk, “It looks like it has a . . .”
“A MONSTER face!” they both squealed, as tree branches rattled like bones in the wind.
“Weird!” Joe mumbled. “The apples are all rotten, but they were OK half an hour ago!”
“How did Dad do this?” Cassie wondered, turning around. “Look” she whispered.
They both stared back at the farmhouse as it changed before their very eyes.
The house shuddered and trembled as windows began to crack and shutters split apart.
Cobwebs spun themselves under the eaves and covered the wrap-around porch.
Lights flickered all over the house, & grandma’s chair rocked back & forth - with no one there.
Puffs of smoke billowed out a chimney where there was no longer a fireplace,
and eerie, wicked, horrible, screeching sounds poured out of the earth.

W riters: W hat else did the kids see and hear as the house began to change?

Just then, huge roots clawed their way up through the earth and grabbed the kids.
The roots coiled around Joe and Cassie so tightly they could barely breathe.
The tree gnashed its sharp wooden teeth fiercely and growled “___________.”
Joe and Cassie looked at each other and totally FREAKED!
“HELP!” they cried. “DAD! DADDY! Someone!

HELP US!”

Then the screen door burst open and someone did come bounding down the back stairs.
It was dark so they could barely see . . . but Joe thought he saw . . . it couldn’t be!

“TEDDY?

Is that YOU?” he said in astonishment.

“Hello JOE!” said a gigantic Teddy Bear. It was __ feet tall with _______ fur.
It looked exactly like Joe’s old toy, Teddy. Except Teddy was only 18 inches tall!
“This is IMPOSSIBLE!” cried both kids at once as Teddy came to their rescue.
His soft furry arms tugged at the branches as he gently reasoned with the tree.
Finally, Teddy pulled the children free and gave them a quick hug.
Just as he set them down on the ground, an apparition appeared.
There, leaping over the paddock fence was a horseman without a head!
“He’s headed strait for us!” cried Cassie, starting to run away.
But Teddy knew she couldn’t outrun the gruesome Headless Horseman.
His ghostly stallion was galloping across the field at an incredible speed.
So he grabbed up both children and threw them over his shoulders.
Then Teddy raced across the field as fast as he could run.
But the Headless Horseman closed in on them, cracking his terrible whip!
As the stallion’s hooves almost trampled Teddy he knew what he had to do.
In an incredible, heroic feat he took a giant leap, landing in the old graveyard.
The Headless Horseman pulled his stallion back and cracked his whip in fury!
For the graveyard is a place that the Headless Horseman can never, ever go!
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(Chapter 3)

VAMPIRE GHOST

Fog drifted like ghostly forms over the ancient graveyard.
Cassie and Joe clung to Teddy as they watched the Horseman’s stallion rear up.
Then the Horseman _____________________________ and
______________________________. Finally he rode away.
Joe grabbed the bear and shook his arm. “Teddy, is that really YOU?” he cried.
Then he ran around to get a look at Teddy’s behind. “Yup, there’s the patch!” he sighed.
Cassie looked up and recognized the mark she had made on Teddy’s face with a sharpie.
“WHAT THE HECK is happening here?” they both hollered.
Teddy began to explain it all in the best way that he could.
“Do you remember,” he asked, “when you left me in your Father’s workshop?”
“I guess so,” Joe remarked. “Gosh, that must have been a couple of months ago.”
“A year and ______ days exactly,” Teddy replied.
“Sorry Teddy!” said Joe. “I was lonely at first,” the bear sighed.
“But ever since your father discovered that mysterious crystal he’s been very busy!
He talks to himself all the time . . .” “We know,” giggled the kids.
“ . . . and I’ve learned a lot!” Teddy continued. “But today I learned something awful.
Your father charged the crystal with electricity – an experiment, you see.
Then it accidentally fell into the ground, sending a huge shock through the earth.
Your father’s back was turned so he couldn’t see what happened next.
An apparition rose up through the earth, revived by the electricity! A Vampire Ghost!”
“Vampire Ghost?” Cassie stuttered. “What’s a Vampire Ghost?”
“I’ll tell you everything in good time,” Teddy answered, “first things first.
As I said, your father’s back was turned. Vampire Ghost (VG for short), set a trap.
The next step that your father took landed his foot in a noose.
He was pulled upside down and hung by his ankle . . . helpless.
Vampire Ghost whispered this spell: ______________________.
Then he bared his pointy ghost teeth and buried them in your father’s neck.
After that, your dad was totally under his control.
The kids gasped, “AHHHHH” and threw their arms around each other.
“Dad’s a . . .” Joe stuttered.

“Z O M B I E ! ”

Cassie whimpered.

“And then you turned into a Giant YOU! ” Joe said. “How did that happen?”
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“Your father was dizzy when he first stood again,” Teddy explained.
“He accidentally kicked the crystal into my fur. VG doesn’t know about its power yet.
He thinks your father is a MIGHTY WIZARD and that he overpowered him.”
“It’s kind of true,” said Joe. “Dad is a great scientist & now he has to do whatever VG tells him to.”
“THEW . . . THEW, THEW!” rushed the wind. “BATS!” yelled Cassie and Joe, beating the air.
They covered their heads and ducked down low as hundreds of bats flew at them.
Slimy things with tails slithered all around their feet. “EEUUUU,” groaned Cassie & Joe.
But Teddy just stomped his big bear feet and the creatures skittered away.
“What happened then?” asked Cassie, as she balanced on a little rock.
“Vampire Ghost gave your father instructions and then just disappeared,” replied Teddy.
“After that your dad went looking for you. That’s when the crystal began to whirr.
Things started happening – amazing things. First, I was able to wiggle my toes. Then . . .
W riters: Describe below what else happened to Teddy as he changed from a Toy into a living being.

“That’s incredible!” Joe said to Teddy as he noticed something peculiar.
Everything was happening so fast, Cassie and Joe didn’t realize where they were.
“Cassie?” whispered Joe, trying to stay calm. “Did you . . . Uh . . . see the . . . Uh . . .”
“Blood-covered GRAVESTONES?” Cassie sputtered as she snuck towards the entrance.
Then she shivered and froze dead in her tracks, stammering:
“Joe . . .

JOE! . . . there’s Dad – at the swamp. What is he doing?

They watched their father hold his hand above the swamp, and let his blood drip into it.
With every drop the swamp changed from water into human blood!

(Chapter 4)

MONSTERS, MONSTERS, EVERYWHERE!
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Then Cassie felt the earth shaking under her feet and tried to leap.
But skeleton arms erupted through the graveyard dirt and grabbed her.
Their bony fingers pulled her legs underground as she screamed, “_____________.”
Teddy jumped in and grabbed her left arm while Joe tugged on her right.
They pulled with all their strength until the ghostly arms released her.
The force of it flung Cassie and Joe through the air, and they both landed on top of Teddy.
Then those horrible things grabbed hold of HIM but the kids weren’t strong enough to help.
They watched in horror as dear old Teddy sank down into the dark, thick mud.
Artists: Here’s a place to draw portraits of our characters!
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“Let’s get OUT OF HERE!” shouted Cassie and Joe. But it was too late.
A deep hole opened up beneath them and they tumbled into it.
“Joe! Where are you?” called Cassie as she fell into the moonlit darkness.
“WHOA” cried Joe as he spun around in slow motion.
They were falling and spinning past weird, crazy things.
Cassie came face-to-face with a terrified cow. “Mooooo!” it moaned.
“Oooooh,” she answered as they toppled over each other.
Joe was spinning around so fast he saw _______stars and purple stripes.
The also saw:_________________________________ and
____________________ and __________________.
Finally they landed with a thud. When Joe tried to stand up he bonked his head.
“Gee, I wonder where we are now?” he said.
Cassie peeked up over the edge of the hole and did a double take.
“JOE!” she whispered urgently. “We’re inside the house. Look! There’s grandpa’s clock!”
Both kids could plainly see that they were in the parlor of the old farmhouse.
“What the heck?” said Joe, trying to get out of the hole. “We’re under the sofa!”
“Did you know this hole was under the sofa?” Joe asked bewildered.
“I don’t think there ever was a hole under the sofa,” she answered, equally confused.
“Maybe this is some kind of . . . black hole . . .” Joe began.
“Caused by the crystal’s electric surge,” Cassie continued.
Then a dark apparition swept into the room – it was a Shadow Man.
Cassie grabbed Joe’s arm and pointed. A frozen scream stuck in her throat.
Bug-eyed, the kids watched the Shadow Man as he roamed around the room.
Suddenly, an upside-down ghostly face popped in under the couch. “BOO!” it taunted.
“Ahhhhh!” Screamed the kids, scrambling out of the hole like rats leaving a sinking ship.
They ran through the house and made their escape, exploding out the back door.
But something even more horrible was waiting for them outside the house.
Moonlight filled the farmyard . . . and it revealed a terrible truth.
Ghostly forms rose up through the graveyard mists, writhing and screeching.
The blood-red swamp had changed its shape into a skull.

______skulls floated in it.

Alligator skeletons and piranha fish thrashed through the bloody muck.
In the paddock, mad-eyed cows bellowed, moldy bacon & fried chicken walked on toothpick legs,
and skeleton horses snorted with fury as they glowed a sickly green.

(Chapter 5)
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THE REALM OF VAMPIRE GHOST

Shadow Man chased Cassie and Joe down the steps and towards the apple tree.
Then out of the moonlit mist a terrifying figure appeared.
He was __ feet tall, with _______ colored skin,
a long thin face and eyes that glowed like ________.

“I am Vampire Ghost” said
the apparition. “This Farm is on
my Family’s ancient land.
it is my domain.
“Come to me, my children,”
said VG as he beckoned all the
Monsters to approach him.
“I am your master.

You

remember me, don’t you?
The Monsters sullenly nodded
their heads saying, “Yes Master.”
As scared as Joe & Cassie were,
they could see that the Monsters
were even more frightened.

“Come to me NOW!”
howled VG in a terrifying voice.
“I will drink the blood
of these two children.
Then i will have all
the Wizard’s Power!”
Shadow Man slunk near his master
and whispered something in his ear.

“ Crystal? ” shouted VG. “The
wizard’s power is a

crystal?”
Artists : Here’s a place for a full-length portrait of Vampire Ghost!
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“Where is this crystal?” VG demanded as the monsters shook and shivered.
Once again, Shadow Man whispered in his master’s ear.

“Bring me the Wizard!” shouted Vampire Ghost,
as Cassie and Joe tried to sneak away.

“STOP THEM!” bellowed VG , pointing at the kids.
Howling, shrieking, crawling, creeping, the monsters surrounded Cassie and Joe.
Just when there was no hope of escape . . . TEDDY appeared!
He tromped stiff-legged across the farmyard with an eerie smile on his face.
Staring strait ahead, his arms were raised high - like a

Zombie.

“He’s covered all over with mud,” whispered Cassie to Joe.
“He looks like a MONSTER! Do you think he’s been . . .?” Joe started to whisper.
“Master,” cried Teddy, winking at Joe. “I know where the crystal is!
I watched the Great Wizard take it to the attic. I think he hid it there!”

“Aha!” cried Vampire Ghost triumphantly,
as Joe and Cassie’s father was brought before the master.
“Wizard! you will come with me to the attic
and give me your powerful crystal,” commanded VG.
“Yes, Master,” replied their father as he followed behind Vampire Ghost.
“Dad!” cried Joe. “Daddy!” yelled Cassie. “Please, HELP US!”
Their Father looked back, puzzled, as if trying to remember something important.
Then VG commanded, “Guard them!

their blood will give me life again!”

The Wizard shuddered when he heard those words.
He looked back once again. This time, something changed in his eyes.
Meanwhile, Teddy approached the Shadow Man and asked him a question.
“Master must treat you very well. Is that why you are so loyal?”
Shadow Man looked deeply into Teddy’s Face before he answered.
“He is a dark, evil, ______, _______, _______, force.
“Then why do you follow him?” asked Teddy.
“I don’t have a choice,” replied the Shadow. “He is my master!”
Teddy signaled Cassie and Joe to come over.
“Shadow Man, what do you want more than anything?” asked Teddy.
Shadow Man was silent. No one had ever asked him that question.
He thought for a bit and finally answered, “I would like to be free.”
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“That’s what we want, too!” whispered Cassie and Joe.
So they stood in a huddle, the four of them, and hatched a clever plan.
When they were done, Teddy hid behind the tree.
In a blink, Vampire Ghost’s voice boomed out:
“My Children!

Follow Shadow Man to the Lake!”

Of course all the monsters did as they were told,
and they totally forgot about Cassie and Joe.
From behind the tree, Teddy gave one last command:
“To Please me, you must sw im across the lake !”
Then Teddy and the kids snuck quietly around the house
and made their way to the old stone well.
Meanwhile, in the Farmhouse, Vampire Ghost set the Wizard the task
of tearing the attic apart. But the Wizard moved v-e-r-y slowly.

“Find that Crystal!” he ordered. Vampire Ghost was suspicious.
‘I no longer seem to overpower the Wizard with my gaze,’ he thought.
Just then, Vampire Ghost happened to glance out the window.
His eyes filled with fury and glowed a crimson red.

“NO!” he shouted. “Do not go near the Lake!”
He grabbed the Wizard and flew down the stairs - but it was already too late.
As they slipped out of the water, the Monsters noticed the change.
The Headless Horseman now had a head. It looked like _________________.
The graveyard ghosts glowed with light and _______________________.
Shadow Man had changed the most. He_________________________.
Teddy and the kids watched all this happen from the well.
Then the big muddy bear whispered an important secret to Cassie and Joe.
He told them how and where the crystal was hidden. This is what he said:

(Chapter 6)

A BETTER PLACE
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Vampire Ghost stormed out of the house and spun like a tornado into the air.
Then he cast down his most powerful spell upon them.
He scowled and hurled his magic words like spears into their hearts.
This behavior had always worked before. But this time, nothing happened.
In the meantime, Cassie and Joe retrieved the luminous magic crystal.
Then they did as their father whispered to them. They held it high in the air.
“Something’s happening,” Joe said to Cassie.
“It feels like it’s alive!” she replied.
When moonlight flowed through it, something magical took place.
A shimmering golden door appeared on a low hill beside the lake.
“That doorway leads to a better place,” Shadow Man told the other monsters.
“We’re all FREE now. The lake waters washed away his dark spell.
It’s time to choose. You can stay here, or move on to a better place.
I’ve made my choice,” he said with a nod, floating through the golden doorway.
The monsters had been prisoners for centuries. It was all they knew.
But one by one they made their choice and passed through to a better place.
Only Vampire Ghost remained. He felt _________________.
This is the choice that HE made. He____________________
______________________________________.
Just as quickly as it appeared, the shimmering doorway vanished.
The children and their father were now guardians of the crystal key.
They hid it that very night, in the safest place they knew.
Next morning the kids wondered if they’d just had a Halloween dream.
Everything was back to normal. The shutters were fine.
The windows weren’t cracked and the swamp was its usual icky dark black.
Well . . . almost everything!
“Better use the whole box of soap!” Cassie said. “He’s as big as the bathtub!”
“You think we’ll ever get him clean?” asked Joe, scrubbing Teddy’s fur.
But Teddy just smiled and wiggled his toes and played with all the bubbles.

THE END
(only if you want it to be)

Writers and Artists: add another chapter or illustrations to our story! Just staple in some extra pages here!

